**List of Pictures**

2.1 A scene from the motion picture ‘Raja Harishchandra’ 29
3.1 A Masan Jogi attending at a funeral 39
3.2 A Masan Jogi selling firewood at a graveyard 43
3.3 A Masan Jogi begging in a village 46
3.4 A Masan Jogi family on its way to business 48
3.5 A Masan Jogi woman selling ‘stationery’ 49
3.6 A Masan Jogi lady selling goggles 51
3.7 A Masan Jogi family near their house under construction 57
3.8 A hearth in a *tokri* 59
4.1 A Masan Jogi dressed in the attire of Vetal 67
4.2 The idol of Pochamma 69
4.3 The place where goats are sacrificed 70
4.4 Painting on the wall of Adeli Temple 70
4.5 The well at Pochamma Temple complex 71
4.6 The tree where wooden cradles are offered 74
4.7 The Rama Mama Temple at Wadapuri 79
4.8 The interior of Rama Mama Temple at Wadapuri 79
4.9 The interior of Rama Mama Temple at Shevgaon 83
5.1 A Masan Jogi carrying things in two *Parade* 91
5.2 The only *sanyasin* from the Masan Jogi community 107
6.1 Tattoo on a woman’s forehead 126
6.2 Tattoo at the centre of a woman’s chin 126
6.3 A tattoo of a palanquin of goddess 128
6.4 A tattoo of goddesses standing 129
6.5 A tattoo of a goddess in a sitting position 129
6.6 Tattooed letters in Devnagari script 130
6.7 An elderly Masan Jogi with beard and long hair 135
6.8 A Masan Jogi with tuft of hair covered with red cloth 135
6.9 An arm-band worn by women 137
6.10 *Kadem and chainlu* worn by women 138
7.1 A Jat Panchyat session in progress 150